
An Evening with Edgar Allan Poe

Devin Simpson (he/him/his) 
Guest Two in The Masque of the Red Death 
Devin Simpson is a current student at Washington State University in the Tri-Cities. His goal is to major in 
Creative Writing as well as pursue a career in acting. @simpsonhimself

Samantha Weakley (she/her/hers) 
Guest One in The Masque of the Red Death 
Samantha has enjoyed working on many projects with the Rude Mechanicals over the years, most 
recently in Exit, Pursued by a Bear. She works as a software developer and loves to play video games 
in her spare time. 

Brey White (she/they)  
The Angel in The Raven/Lenore 
Brey is from West Richland and this is their return to acting since the start of the pandemic. She is 
planning on going to college for a degree in technical theatre or journalism. 

Mikki Marvel (they/she)  
The Server/The Masquer in The Masque of the Red Death, and Narrator 3 in Under the Floorboards 
Mikki uses art to uplift progressive ideas and help people have fun while doing it. Credits include: Second City 
Comedy Conservatory (Graduate), Impro Theatre - LA, Pineapple-Shaped Lamps, and National Women's 
Theatre Festival. 

Jen Olivares  
Narrator 2 in Under the Floorboards 
Jen is a two-spirit actor, director, and choreographer, currently directing The Thanksgiving Play at Smith 
College in Massachusetts.

Robert “Doc” Chisholm 
The Man in The Raven/Lenore 
Robert is a college professor, which supports him as an occasional actor.  During the hiatus in live theatre 
he has been doing some online performances including Unsex, In Fair Corona, and Last Line of Defense 

Corey Jenkins Jr. (he/him/his)  
Prince Prospero in The Masque of the Red Death 
Corey is a storyteller who likes to use whatever medium feels best to do so. Be it an actor in a show, lending 
voice to a character, writing, or performing poetry.  @ theonenonlyceljay  coreyjenkinsjr.com

Cassandra Lopez (she/her)  
The Raven/Lenore in The Raven/Lenore and Narrator 1 in Under the Floorboards 
Cassandra is a native of New York City and grew up in San Diego, California. After two seasons at the 
Oregon Shakespeare Festival, she was most recently the Associate Choreographer on the regional tour of 
Destiny of Desire.  Social media: @clsparrow, @circleofinequity  


